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engage Scotland – Go & See funding report

NEoN Digital Arts Festival

Overview of research trip to the Ars Electronica Centre in Linz during the Ars 
Electronica Festival, 4th - 5th September 2013

The trip was to the Ars Electronica Centre in Linz during the Ars Electronica Festival one of 
the world’s most important digital art festivals. Funding helped to look at accessibility not just 
within one organisation but accessibility to multiple venues during a festival.

This trip helped to assess how a large organisation deals with accessibility and how it is 
coordinated on a large scale across the city. NEoN always tries to explore new ways of 
disseminating work and projects but it also has to consider how an audience receives it. This 
trip allowed me to see first hand how Ars Electronica addresses this and what alternative 
arrangements are made for people who cannot access the physical sites.

The trip also looked at programming that has been specifically tailored for different ages, 
groups and its diversity. Many published materials like programmes, interpretation, maps and 
guides to see how they approach the overall programme were collected and will be archived 
for future reference.

Support & Impact on Equality & Diversity

This trip looked at how Ars Electronica uses and coordinates many alternative spaces across 
its city and specifically how they address the accessibility issues to these. This includes 
disability access and social engagement in outdoor urban locations. It will also look at 
interpretation and how they address how an audience navigates around the city. This trip will 
help NEoN address its diversity ambitions. It needs to make sure it engages with the diverse 
local communities and makes its programme more available to people who live in and around 
the city.

Transferable ideas & to learn from

Ars W ild Card – a Smartphone app to enable visitors to enjoy exhibitions in public spaces. 
Using the app, visitors can capture a QR code beside each work and access a frame that 
reveals information about the work. Within this frame the visitor can photograph the work, 
including themselves, friends and family to record their experience of the work.

Ars Electronica’s festival especially for kids and young people dedicated to social welfare- 
u19 CREATE YOUR WORLD was aimed at children and young people who wanted a say in 
shaping our future. It was a colourful festival village surrounding the Ars Electronica Centre, a 
playground for ideas, solutions to problems, concepts and experiments. Events included Go 
Blind-Seeing Lead, experience the festival from the perspective of a blind or visually impaired 
visitor and also hear their views, and present some of the best projects to get involved 
with. Nobody is Perfect’s Rolli Stunt allowed you to try out a stunt wheelchair and tackle an 
obstacle course, which represented the difficult day-to-day journey faced by anyone with 
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mobility issues.

Social statement - The festival program appeals to all age groups and any nationalities. Our 
gender-neutral notation and bilingualism is respected in texts and in exchange. People of any 
nationality are invited to be art mediators and transform the program according to their own 
cultural sensibilities.

All locations are easily accessible by public transport and information is easily obtained. 
The main festival sites are in pedestrian and bicycle friendly areas. All venues are already 
wheelchair accessible and one was adapted with a temporary ramp.

Programme was accessible in  various formats including online, however the downloadable 
version was in German only.

A festival app would have been helpful; they have done this in the past but not for this year.

The programme was very big and needed two separate leaflets to fully understand time, 
venue and description. Some performances over lapped or there were short time periods 
between them and they were often in different locations.

Communityparcours – designed especially for immigrants now living in Linz. People whose 
native tongue is a language other than German or English might well have different cultural 
approaches to the works of art on display. The art experts guiding each tour group are 
individuals who are also opinion leaders in their respective ethnic communities. The aim of this 
educational program is to reach people with different cultural backgrounds and to make the 
festival as easily accessible as possible for them. The same goes for people with disabilities: 
They also offer a Communityparcours tour conducted using sign language as well as one 
especially for people who are blind or visually impaired. These can be arranged at any time.

School programme including guided tours, there were special tours for seniors with changing 
topics with emphasis on interaction and participation, and also specific family days.

We Guide You 2013 - An encounter with the Ars Electronica Festival 2013

A full range of guided tours where available and had to be booked through the Ars Electronica 
Centre prices ranged from 8 Euros to 15 Euros. Full list included:

• Festival Trail – for adults

• CYW rally – exploring for children aged 6-12 years

• Ars Electronica Centre Highlights Tour

• Specific exhibition tours

• Cyber Arts course – Cyber Arts Exhibition 2013, insight into what’s “State of the Art” is in 
the digital arts.

• Community Course – The course is aimed at community Linz with an immigrant 
background. The purpose of this educational program is to reach people from different 
cultures and make the festival as accessible as possible. The same applies to people with 
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disabilities: the community course is also available in a variant in sign language for hearing-
impaired people as well as a tour for blind and visually impaired people. This could be 
booked online or at the centre.

Evaluation & Sharing

This report will be presented at the next Directors’ meeting. Evaluation of our equality and 
diversity policies will be ongoing and informed by research trips of this nature.

Partners meet on a fortnightly basis to feedback and monitor progress. Social networking 
sites including the main NEoN site will be monitored for discussions relating to accessibility.

An evaluation form will be made available during the next NEoN festival, also an online 
questionnaire.

During the festival members of the committee will gather anecdotal evidence from people 
taking part.

This research has been documented and made available to everyone who is involved with 
NEoN. NEoN will publish the evaluations report and look at doing this on a regular basis.

Findings will inform developments on a regular basis and will inform our accessibility 
statements.

NEoN works with many partners locally, nationally and internationally and findings will be 
discussed with any partners we work with in order to encourage continued commitment to 
accessibility. Any findings will be discussed at board level and implemented as part of the 
future development policies and strategy. 

Donna Holford-Lovell


